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The Republic of Innovatia has placed an experimental underwater “biosphere” almost 200 nautical
miles from its baselines. The biosphere is a steel and concrete platform placed on top of the seabed
without any ground work. On top of the platform there is a plastic dome, and inside there is a
landscape with plants and living organisms. The biosphere is completely insulated from the
surrounding ocean.

About 400 nautical miles west of Innovatia is the baseline of the Kingdom of Alpha, so that the
biosphere has been placed about midway between the two states. The Kingdom of Alpha protests
against the biosphere and demands its removal for the following reasons:

1. Alpha was not consulted before the biosphere was placed at its location, and no Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) was carried out. Regardless of the small environmental risk,
consultations and EIA should have been carried out as a matter of principle and as a consequence
of the precautionary principle. Alpha refers to UNCLOS Art. 194 and 206.

2. Although the biosphere was placed within 200 nautical miles of the baselines of Innovatia, a
declared safety zone of 2 nautical miles extended into the EEZ of Alpha. Alpha maintains that
there is no legal basis for such safety zones in UNCLOS Art. 60 and in particular not one that
extends into their EEZ.

3. Alpha maintains that its continental shelf extends beyond 200 nautical miles at the relevant
location, and includes the location of the biosphere. Therefore, it maintains that the placement of
the biosphere is a violation of its continental shelf jurisdiction. Alpha has applied to the
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf to get recognition for its claims for an
extended continental shelf (UNCLOS Art.76), but the decision is still pending. Innovatia has not
yet formally responded to Alpha’s claim to the Commission, but maintains that continental shelf
jurisdiction is irrelevant in respect of the biosphere and that the continental shelf of one state
under no circumstances can extend into the EEZ of another state. Innovatia admits, however,
that it has no continental shelf jurisdiction over the area of the biosphere.  Innovatia maintains
that even if the biosphere had been subject to continental shelf jurisdiction, it would have been
free to place the biosphere at its location because no state has continental shelf jurisdiction there.

Both Innovatia and Alpha are parties to the UNCLOS. The parties agreed that the rules om marine
scientific research were not applicable.

Discuss and decide on the conflict between Alpha and Innovatia.




